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- 1. 

... The invention relates to keyed musical in 
Struments of the type which are manually 
operated from a piano or pipe organ type of key 
board or keyboards. 

It is an object of the invention to improve the 
capability of the instrument to respond to the 
desires of a musician in regard to musical ex 
pression. 

It is a further object of the invention to 
provide an organ console having a plurality of 
banks of keys, or manuals, or claviers, hereinafter 
called manuals, in a novel arrangement to enable 
their joint use. . . . . 
As is well known, the major portion of organ 

pipes are designed to simulate each some sym 
phonic musical instrument. 
each instrument corresponding to a rank of pipes 
is played by a separate person and hence may 
play a definite portion or phrase unmixed with 
other instruments. 
The Organist can treat one rank of pipes in 

this manner by playing its notes on one manual 
while playing an accompaniment with the other 
hand on another manual, but pure tones from 
more than one rank of pipes cannot be had with 
an accompaniment as for instance a wind and 
string duet with the equivalent of orchestral ac 
companiment. This is true because at any time 
When two or more stops are drawn for the same 
manual each key depressed will sound all the 
pipes for that key corresponding to those stops, 
thus producing a unison, composite or even 
muddy, effect as compared with a single or pure 
tone. . . - - 

In the usual console with plural manuals it 
is possible to play some notes on one manual with 
the thumb and on another manual with the little 
finger, but two manual manipulations with one 
hand cannot go much beyond this. . . . * .. 
... As contrasted with the prior art, the pluralit 
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2. 

ment with the left hand, utilizing a 16 foot 
... bourdon on the manual for the left hand, both the 
bass and the tenor will get the bourdon tone. 
Using the present invention the pianist may play 
the bourdon on one manual for bass, and the 
tenor on an adjacent manual both with the left 
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In the orchestra. . . 

hand in the manner with which a pianist is 
familiar, thereby scuring pipe organ effects by 
piano technique. Furthermore a separate pipe 
may be chosen for each the base, tenor, alto and 
soprano and pure tones may be had from each. 
This is impossible or at least impractical with the 
present organ console. : 
Pursuant to the above, it is an object of the 

invention to provide an organ console having a. 
plurality of manuals so constructed that at last 
two manuals may readily be used by each hand; 
and particularly that useful playing may be done 
with one hand on three manuals simultaneously. 
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40 
of manuals of the present invention are so cons 
Structed that effective use of three adjacent 
manuals is possible with each hand at the same 
time. As an extreme example of the effects 
that may be obtained, a Sextet may be performed 
on pipes or electric tone producers simulating 
Six different musical instruments and preserving . 
the purity of tone of each by reason of the fact 
that no two Sounding devices would respond to 
any one key. . . 
... As a further example of new power resulting 
from the invention: a pianist unfamiliar with 
the pedals of an organ cannot secure organ re 
Sults. It is common to place a pedal stop on 
one of the manuals, but when the pianist plays 
the bass and tenor of the usual hymn arrange 
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This objects, as set forth hereinafter, is achieved 
by the use of novel condensed spacing of a 
plurality of manuals composed of keys at least 
some of which are of substandard dimensions ex 
cept as to width. . . . . . . 
Other objects of the invention will appear from 

the following description when read in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawing showing 
illustrative embodiments of the invention, in 
Which: . 

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a series of 
ten manuals omitting the black keys; 

Fig. 2 is a like view, showing a different for 
and showing black keys; . . . . . 

Fig. 3 is a detail plan view of the structure 
of Figure 1 including black keys; . . . . 

Fig. 4 is a detailplan view of a different modi 
fication; . . . . . . . 

Fig. 5 is a detail plan view of the structure 
of Fig. 2; . . . . 

Fig. 6 is a view similar to Figure 1 of a still fur 
ther form of the invention; ... . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 7 is a detail plan view of the structure of 
Fig. 6; and - - - 

Fig. 8 is a detail plan view of a still further 
form of manual. 
The arrangement of the “white' and "black' 

keys of the keyboard universally in use in Or 
gans, pipe and reed, and also in the modern 
“electric organs' as well as in pianos, is standard, 
and is that utilized in the present invention, for 
obvious reasons, being familiar to musicians. . . 
The horizontal dimensions of the keys are 

standardized at substantially seven-eighths of 
an inch wide by four and one-half inches long 
for the white keys, 
The matter of standardization is referred to 
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by William Harrison Barnes in “The Contempo 
rary American Organ,' published by J. Fischer & 
Bro., New York, 1933, on page 240, where he says 
"Keyboards should be two and one-half inches 
above or below each other. A distance of four 
inches from the front edge of one manual to a 
perpendicular line touching the front edge of 
the one above or below is tending to become 
Standard.' 
A Survey of pianos manufactured during the 

past century reveals that the length of keys and 
width of white keys follows the standard set 
forth in the above named publication. In only a 
few instances are the keys less than four and one 
half inches and in nearly all the width of the 
white keys is Substantially seven-eighths of an 
inch. 
The latter dimension is dictated by the length 

of the fingers of the average hand, which is thus 
able to span one actave with facility. Giants 
could use a wider key and persons with hands 
noticeably smaller than average cannot play 
Some of the music written for the piano Ol' Orgain 
on the present instruments. However, an instru 
ment to be useful must be operable by the great 
mass of adults. This average size determines 
the proportional dinnensions and spacing of the 
keys and combination of manuals according to 
the present invention. 
To enable musicians to secure the effects which 

are the aim of the invention, it is necessary that 
at least two manuals may be. Within the reach of 
at least two digits each of one hand and is pair 
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ticularly desirable that a third manual be within : 
reach of the fifth digit. And in the more pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention the musical 
interval formed by keys simultaneously depressed 
by digits of one hand on the first and third 
manuals of a given group of three manuals is at 
least a white key-to white key major third, e. g. 
C to the Eabove it, the E being the second note of 
the tonic triad in the key of C, or still more 
preferably at least a white key-to white key 
fifth, e. g. C to the G above it, the G being the 
third note of the tonic triad in the key of C. 
The desirability of these especially preferred erin 
bodiments is particularly manifest from the 
great frequency of use of the tonic chords of 
the signature keys of harmonized musical corn 
positions, or, to the same effect, of the relative : 
dominant and subdominant triads of the Said 
keys. 

Experiments show that maximum dinnensions 
and spacing to this end call for not more than 
substantially two inches drop between manuals 
in combination with a length of white keys in Gt 
in excess of four inches. The length of key re 
ferred to is the “projected' length or the dis 
tance from the front edge of the manual to the 
point where a perpendicular line dropped from 
the front edge of the manual above meets the 
surface of the keys. 
A preferred form of the invention is shown 

in elevation in Figure 1, drawn to proportions of 
one-half inch drop and two and one-eighth pro 
jected length of the keys with one-eighth inch 
overhang providing a total length of white key 
of two and one-fourth inches. In this form, the 
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keys are allowed a depression in operation that 
is equal to the drop between manuals as indi 
cated by the dot and dash line below the key at 
the left of Figure 1. 
In the form of Fig. 6, the proportions shown 

are for a drop of two inches and a projected 
length of white keys of two and three-quarters 
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inches. The one-fourth inch overhang of this 
form gives an overall length of white key of three 
and one-fourth inches. With a suitable struc 
ture between manuals, and with this amount of 
drop the overhang could be somewhat increased 
resulting in somewhat longer white keys. Tests 
have shown that these are substantially the 
maximum dimensions usable while achieving the 
objects of the invention. 
The substandard length keys, of three inches 

or less in length may offer difficulty to many mu 
sicians at first use. In elevation, in Fig. 2, and 
in plan in Fig. 5, is shown a form that Will re 
lieve this difficulty. In this form, the propor 
tions ShoWn are dra Win for drops Of One and One 
fourth inches. Groups of substandard keys to 
are shown interspersed with manuals of stand 
ard keys and 2. In this embodiment provid 
ing a console with ten manuals, three manuals 
of Substandard length keys are shown above foll 
lowed by a standard manual, then two substand 
ard manuals, a standard manual below the group 
of two, and finally three substandard key length 
manuals nearest the player. 
A player who objects to use of the Substandard 

keys, has before him, in effect, a two manual 
instrument which he may operate in the manner 
With which he is familiar. Since there are at 
least two substandard manuals both above and 
below each standard manual in this form, keys 
of three manuals may be actuated by either hand 
from any position, the three including one manual 
of standard keys in some instances. 
The fingers and thumb, when placed naturally 

On the keys form a curved line. This fact makes 
the use of the Substandard keys utilized in the 
present invention Somewhat awkward in some in 
stances. To obviate this difficulty a form of the 
invention such as shown in Fig. 4 may be used, 
As there shown, the keys of the manuals arear 
ranged, e. g., in arcs of circles, the curves drawn 
from centers Separated by distances equal to the 
length of the keys. In this form shorter keys 
may be used with increased facility. 
In Fig. 8 is shown a form of keys that may be 

used to reduce the overall dimensions of the 
keyboard. The round keys there shown may be 
movably mounted in any desired manner. Such 
keys could be used on certain manuals or a Cer 
tain manual only if desired. They would be 
quite satisfactory for percussion sounders. 
The usual controls as stop. Switches, combina 

tion and coupling pistons and the like may be 
utilized, enabling the performer to not only de 
vote each manual to a separate Sound producer 
but to actuate any desired combination of sound 
producers, as organ pipes, from any manual at 
will. Forming no part of the present invention 
Such controls are not illustrated. 
We are aware of the disclosure. Of Patent 

426,812 granted to Hofinghoff, April 29, 1890, 
which discloses two manuals having white keys 
on one and black keys on the other of sub 
standard length. 

For the convenience of the player in identifl 
cation of a wanted manual, varicus means of 
differentiating them may be provided, which 
identifying means may provide a striking and 
beautiful appearance. One such means of iden 
tification may be contrasting colors of the keys 
of the respective manuals. As a further or alter 
native means of identification the “white' keys 
may be provided with a conspicuous numeral. A 

75 numeral may be provided on each of the said keys 
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or only at octave or fifth or third intervals as 
preferred. 
When white keys are referred to herein and in 

the claims, the term is intended to indicate those 
keys which are used exclusively in playing tile 
Scale of C. i?hese keys, usually longer than the 
"black' keys, may actually be provided in colors 
other than white as above referred to. 
The invention is not limited to any particular 

maximum number of manuals. However, it is to be 
noted that the use of the substandard key manuals 
of the invention will enable a player to reach over 
a greater number of manuals to play upon the 
most distant one. The increased number of man 
uals also places at the disposal of a performer an 
increased possibility of presetting registrations 
or combinations of registrations which will then 
be at his command without need for operation 
of pistons or stop switches. For instance, the 
ten manuals of Figure 1 may have a different 
registration preset on each, resulting in ten reg 
istrations when played singly, in nine others 
When Operated two at a time, in eight still others 
When operated three at a tirine, and so on, thus 
yielding many times the pre-set tonal effects 
which are possible with conventional instruments. 
A still further advantage of the invention lies 

in the fact that in playing on a given manual 
With one hand and on a different one with the 
other, a given number of intervening manuals 
can be Spanned With far greate ease, as regards 
the necessary reaching with the arms while main 
taining bodily balance in the Sitting position, than 
is possible in the case of convertionally spaced 
manlialS. 

It is anticipated that when a musician becomes 
skilled in the use of an instrument of the inven 
tion and possibly when music is Written to utilize 
its full possibilities, in usic may be executed by a 
single performer not heretofore possible outSide 
of an orchestra. 
In the above description and in the following 

claims, the term “projected length' means the 
distance between the end of a “white' key near 
est the player and the point of intersection of 
the playing surface of the key with a perpen 
dicular line dropped from the end of the corre 
sponding "white' key of the next manual there 
above or therebeyond; the term "standard 
length' means a “white' key length of playing 
surface of substantially four and one-half inches; 
the term 'standard projected length' means a 
projected length of playing Surface of a “white' 
key of substantially four inches; the term “drop' 
or "difference of level between two manuals' 
means the length of said dropped line from said 
point of intersection to the end of the “white' key 
from which it is dropped; the term "substandard 
length' of a White' key means a length of less 
than four and one-half inches; the term 'sub 
standard projected length' of a “white' key 
means a projected length of less than four inches; 
and the term 'substandard drop' or "substandard 
difference of level' means a drop of less than two 
and one-half inches between manuals. 
Minor changes may be made in the physical 

embodiments of the invention within the scope of 
the appended claims without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. 
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6 
We claim: 
1. A keyboard for musical instruments utilizing 

keys of the organ type, comprising, in combina 
tion: a plurality of at least three manuals with 
corresponding keys in the respective manuals in 
alignment; the length of the “white keys' of at 
least one of Said manuals between two others 
thereof being less than the Standard length of 
4% inches; the white keys of another of Said 
manuals adjacent said manual of Substandard 
length keys having a standard length of about 
442 inches; the length of the substandard-length 
keys and the difference in level between said 
manuals being so correlated that the Straight line 
Separation of a key in one of Said manuals from 
a key in another of Said manuals, which two 
manuals are separated by Said Substandard key 
length manual and which separated keys form a 
major third in music, is not substantially in 
exceSS of the Separation of keys in a Single 
manual an octave apart. 

2. The structure of claim 1 in which Said keys 
of Separated manuals, the straight line Separa 
tion of which is not in excess of one octave Span, 
form a major fifth in music. 

3. The structure of claim 1 in which the White 
keys of at least two of said manuals, One of which 
is adjacent to a manual of Standard length. White 
keys, are of less length than the Standard length 
of 4/2 inches. 

4. A keyboard for musical instruments utilizing 
keys of the organ type, comprising, in Combina 
tion: a plurality of at least four manuals With 
corresponding keys in the respective manuals in 
alignment; the "white keys' of two of Said 
manuais, which two manuals are separated by at 
least two intermediate manuals, are of the Stand 
ard length of about 4/2 inches; the 'White keys' 
of each of Said intermediate manuals being of less 
length than the said standard length, the lengths 
of the keys of Said intermediate manuals and the 
drop between manuals being so correlated that 
the linear separation of a key in either of said 
Standard manuals from a key in one of the inter 
mediate manuals separated from the Standard 
length key manual by another of the intermediate 
manuals, which Separated keys form a major 
third in music, is not in excess of a span of one 
Octave, whereby to enable the playing of har 
monies on three of said manuals by the digits of 
one hand. 

HAROLD A. JEWETT. 
NELSON. J. JEWETT. 
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